
ECAM Cursor function

1. Parameter Description

P7.80：Cursor Capture Enable
After the setting is valid, the ECAM function is automatically enabled by the cursor signal (0x3A)
(effective mode: parameter valid)
P7.81：Offset Of The Cursor To Cutter
The distance from the cursor sensor to the cutter (must be set in a cut length)
P7.82：Cursor Sensor Window
The cursor signal within the window range around the cursor sensor offset is considered valid.
P7.83：Max. Numbers Of Lost Cursor
When the number of lost cursors reaches the set value, Ecam is turned off, and when set to 0, the
function is invalid.
P7.84：Cursor Compensation Method
Mode 0: Cut the length after detecting the cursor;
Mode 1: Cut the cursor after detecting the cursor.

2. Debugging step

(1) Confirm that the fixed length is cut accurately;

(2) Confirm that the spindle pulse direction is positive;

When the ECAM spindle source is pulse input:

When the ECAM spindle source is the second encoder:



(3) Confirm that the parameter settings are accurate;

When the rising edge of the cursor is detected, if P7.02 is set to parameter valid, ECAM will be
automatically enabled. If P7.08 is set to engaged immediately, ECAM will immediately engage for
benchmarking.

(4) Homing;

Confirm that the home sensor is 180 degrees from the cutting point;

Homing result:

(5) Virtual spindle test;
You can use the virtual spindle for the simulation test, it has no external interference
and does not need to be real cut. P7.03 can select ECAM Spindle Source.



In the Flying Curve or Shear Curve, Feeding speed (P7.44) will be calculated and written to P7.07.

You can set P8.96 to 0x3A: Cursor Signal and monitor this Parameter in software scope, It
characterizes the cursor signal. You can also monitor R1.00: Digtial input state.

If you want to ensure the follow-up of the sync area, you can set P2.10 to 100.0%

Unable test：

Enable test：



(6) Test the cutting accuracy after the material is applied;

Confirm that the position of each cutting point is the same, and correct the cutting position by
adjusting the offset of the cursor sensor (P7.81);
This parameter takes effect immediately. Note that each adjustment does not exceed half of the
value of the cursor sensor window (P7.82). It can also be modified in the stop state and after the
parameter calculation. This method is not limited by the window.


